
Le espressioni delle emozioni e….. 

…..le tribolazioni di Darwin
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Joseph Nicéphore Niépce
(1765 – 1833) 

Veduta dalla finestra a le Gras - 1826 



Joseph Nicéphore Niépce
(1765 – 1833) 

Veduta dalla finestra a le Gras - 1826 



Louis Daguerre

Parigi, Boulevard du Temple foto realizzata nel 1839 

Louis Daguerre  (1787- 1851)



Gaspard-Félix Tournachon –
Nadar (1820-1910)

Voctor Hugo

Paul Gustave Doré

Eduard Manet

Jules Verne

Sara Bernhard - 1864

Goacchino 
Rossini

George Sand - 1860



Moses A. Dow (redattore del 
Waverley Magazine) con lo 
spirito di Mabel Warren - 1871

Mary Todd Lincoln con la spirito del 
marito Abramo Lincoln - 1869

William H. Mumler (1832–1884)
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Il Prince Lobkowitz (1859)





Prima edizione
1872

Charles Darwin
1809 - 1882









Ando Gilardi (1921-2012) 



Julia Margaret Cameron,

(1815 –1879),



Sir James Crichton-Browne 
(1840 - 1938)

West Riding Lunatic Asylum, Wakefield







Guillaume-Benjamin-Amand Duchenne
(de Boulogne) (1806 - 1875)





« un vieillard édenté, à la face 
maigre, dont les traits, sans être 
absolument laids, approchent de la 
trivialité, … et son intelligence 
assez bornée. »



‘piange di dolore’



‘agonia,tortura,paura'



‘spaventato,agonizzante' 



‘sorridente'







Down. | Beckenham | Kent. S.E.
1870 Jan 5th 

My dear Sir
Many thanks about Limulus. I am going to ask another favour, but I do not want to 
trouble you to answer it by letter.
When the Callithrix sciureus screams violently does it wrinkle up the skin round 
the eyes like a Baby always does? When thus screaming do the eyes become 
suffused with moisture? Will you ask Sutton to observe carefully.— Could you 
make it scream without hurting it much?
I shd. be truly obliged some time for this information, when in Spring I come to 
Gardens,—or Sutton cd. write to me.—
Your’s very faithfully | Ch. Darwin

Abraham Dee Bartlett (1812-1897)
Callithrix sciureus 



Down,

1870 June 8

My dear Sir

Duchenne arrived this morning all safe. The loss of the book was beginning to cause me trouble, but I assure you I felt more 
annoyment at troubling you so much and so often than at the want of the book. Considering how hard you are worked and that 
you have causes of anxiety, I have more reason to apologise to you, than you to me for the accidental hiding of the book and 
forget fulness of your servant. I have just been reading your remarks with very great interest: you always tell me exactly the 
things which I am anxious to hear. I agree with all that you say, and am particularly pleased at your remarks on the pyramidal of 
the nose and the so-called muscle of lasciviousness. I believe it to be all fancy. In order to test Duchenne’s plates I have shown 
the most characteristic (hiding any indication of what they were meant to express) to between 20 and30 persons of all kinds, 
and have recorded their answers: when all or nearly all agree in their answer, I trust him.f4 Now, I believe not one person 
understood the supposed meaning of the contracted pyramidal! As for the lascivious muscle, I did not think it worth exhibiting .
I have been very glad to see the photograph of the woman with bristling hair: I suppose I might, if I wished, have a wood-cut 
from it: she looks like a Papuan. You propose to send me a photograph of a case of “general paralysis of the insane”, and I should 
be very glad to see it: I have been trying to get a London Photographer to make me one of a young baby screaming or crying 
badly; but I fear he will not succeed. I much want a woodcut of a baby in this state. I presume it will be hopeless, from constant 
movement, to get an insane person photographed, whilst crying bitterly. Should you ever have time to send me any more notes, I 
can assure you that they are fully appreciated by me. My present book has grown so large, that I am going to take the MS. to 
London to see how big a book it will make; and perhaps I shall print this first, and retain what I am now writing on expression for 
a separate essay, which I will print as soon as I have got the rest of my MS. printed off. To return to the Photographs; if ever
you get one of a person in a paroxysm of fear or horror, I should much like to see it. Have you ever noticed whether the all æ of 
the nostrils are then raised or distended? With the most sincere thanks for all your assistance, I remain

My dear Sir | yours very faithfully | Ch. Darwin

Heaven only knows whether my essay will be worth the trouble which have caused to many of my kind friends.

I have been trying to get a London Photographer to make me one of a young baby screaming or 
crying badly; but I fear he will not succeed



Oscar Gustave Rejlander  
(1813- 1875)





The Two Ways of Life (Oscar Gustave Rejlander   1857)



Ginx’s baby

Collezione  Giorgio  Narducci





Sorpresa

Inettitudine 

Indignazione

Disgusto





Charles Darwin photograph by 
Ernest Edwards(1867)

Written by Ernest Edwards ( 1837–1903) 
Date: 1876











“I AM VERY SORRY TO BE DISOBLIGING ABOUT
THE PHOTOGRAPHERS, BUT I CANNOT ENDURE 
THE THOUGHT OF SITTING AGAIN”
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Richard Milner  “Charles Darwin: The Last Portrait”, Scientific American, 1995






